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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Reading an action verb activates its corresponding motor representation in the reader’s motor
cortex, but whether this activation is relevant for comprehension remains unclear. To quantify
the contribution of motor representations to the conceptual processing of action verbs, we
measured the eﬃciency of two participants with atypical motor experience due to congenitally
severely reduced upper limbs in processing verbs referring to actions that they had previously
executed (e.g., writing) or not (e.g., shoveling) and compared the eﬃciency diﬀerence between
the two verb categories to that found in typical participants, who had previously executed all
these actions. This allowed measuring the contribution of motor representations unbiased by
confounded low-level, lexical and semantic variables. Although the task was sensitive and the
participants’ performance was positively inﬂuenced by the richness of the words’ conceptual
representations, we found no detectable advantage for words associated with motor
representations.
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Introduction
When a child learns to write, she slowly learns how to
grasp the pen properly, how to coordinate her
muscles, what strength must be applied, and so on.
This learning is characterized, among other things, by
changes in her motor system referred to as “motor representations”. A hot topic of debate in current cognitive neurosciences concerns whether these motor
representations play a causal role in the comprehension of action-related words (e.g., “to write”).
A traditional view in semantic processing research
is that motor representations do not contribute
directly to the conceptual processing of actionrelated words. On this view, an action-related word
is understood when perceptual and lexical processing
of the word provides access to its associated conceptual knowledge (like the typical cause, purpose, the
agent or instrument, the object of the action and so
on), which is assumed to be represented separately
from, and in a way that is qualitatively diﬀerent than
sensory and motor representations (Caramazza, Hillis,
Rapp, & Romani, 1990; Landauer & Dumais, 1997;
Tyler & Moss, 2001). This view does not imply that
motor experience does not contribute to the acquisition of conceptual knowledge, but it assumes that
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similar conceptual information (e.g., about the movements involved in an action) can be acquired
through diﬀerent modalities (e.g., action and vision).
In a departure from this view, recent proposals attribute to motor representations an important role on
the conceptual processing of action-related words
(Andres, Finocchiaro, Buiatti, & Piazza, 2015; Binder &
Desai, 2011; Dreyer et al., 2015; Glenberg & Gallese,
2012; Kiefer & Pulvermüller, 2012; Pulvermüller &
Fadiga, 2010). On this view, for instance, the loss of
verb-related motor representations following
damage to parts of the brain underpinning action
execution is predicted to lead to selective diﬃculty
to comprehend action-related verbs (Binder & Desai,
2011; Dreyer et al., 2015; Glenberg & Gallese, 2012;
Kiefer & Pulvermüller, 2012; Pulvermüller & Fadiga,
2010). This position follows from the assumption, at
the core of the embodied view of conceptual processing, that comprehending an action-related word is
dependent on the reactivation of the motor representations acquired through motor experience with the
corresponding action (Allport, 1985; Gallese & Lakoﬀ,
2005; Pulvermüller, 1999, 2001, 2005).
To date, the evidence in support of these two competing hypotheses remains ambiguous. The
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hypothesis that motor representations contribute causally to the conceptual processing of action-related
words draws support from four main lines of empirical
work: neuroimaging studies show that reading actionrelated words activates parts of the brain known to
store motor representations (e.g., see for reviews,
Fischer & Zwaan, 2008; Willems & Hagoort, 2007; but
see also de Zubicaray, Arciuli, & McMahon, 2013;
Watson, Cardillo, Ianni, & Chatterjee, 2013); behavioural studies demonstrate that people asked to
execute movements do so more slowly or less
smoothly when they read incompatible actionrelated words (e.g., Boulenger et al., 2006; Bub,
Masson, & Cree, 2008); transient disruption of the
(pre)motor cortex by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) has been shown to aﬀect the semantic
processing of action words (Gerfo et al., 2008; Pulvermüller, Hauk, Nikulin, & Illmoniemi, 2005; Willems,
Labruna, D’Esposito, Ivry, & Casasanto, 2011) and
many neuropsychological studies have reported
associations between acquired action production
diﬃculties and diﬃculties to name or comprehend
action pictures (Albani, Pignatti, Mauro, & Semenza,
2010; Bak et al., 2006; Bak & Hodges, 2004; Bak, O’Donovan, Xuereb, Boniface, & Hodges, 2001; Bertella
et al., 2002; Boulenger et al., 2008; Cotelli et al., 2006;
Cotelli et al., 2007; Daniele et al., 2013; Daniele, Giustolisi, Silveri, Colosimo, & Gainotti, 1994; Grossman et al.,
2008; Grossman et al., 2008; Herrera & Cuetos, 2012;
Herrera, Rodríguez-Ferreiro, & Cuetos, 2012; Hodges
& Bak, 1997; Negri et al., 2007; Papeo, Negri, Zadini,
& Rumiati, 2010; Péran et al., 2003; Pignatti, Ceriani,
Bertella, Mori, & Semenza, 2006; Rodríguez-Ferreiro,
Menéndez, Ribacoba, & Cuetos, 2009; Silveri et al.,
2012; Silveri & Ciccarelli, 2007; Spatt, Bak, Bozeat, Patterson, & Hodges, 2002).
However, the neuroimaging and behavioural
studies do not settle whether the activation of motor
representations contributes to, or results from, the
conceptual processing of action-related words
(Mahon & Caramazza, 2008; Papeo et al., 2015; Wurm
& Caramazza, 2019) and the interpretation of the
ﬁndings from studies exploring the eﬀect of TMS of
the (pre)motor cortex on the conceptual processing
of action-related word processing remains problematic in the light of the numerous contradictory
results (e.g., Papeo, Pascual-Leone, & Caramazza,
2013; Papeo, Vallesi, Isaja, & Rumiati, 2009) and the
fact that the neural eﬀects of TMS are not limited to

the site of stimulation (Bestmann et al., 2008; Sandrini,
Umiltà, & Rusconi, 2011). Likewise, the reported deﬁcit
for action-related words in patient with motor disorders is diﬃcult to interpret because brain lesions
in these patients also typically extends outside the
motor system (Vannuscorps, Dricot, & Pillon, 2016).
In line with these limits, and in favour of the view
that motor representations do not contribute to the
conceptual processing of action-related words, there
are reports of brain-damaged patients who achieve
a normal level of performance in word/picture veriﬁcation tasks, word/picture matching tasks, and in
tasks that require the explicit retrieval of knowledge
about actions despite extensive lesions in the motor
system (e.g., Bartolo, Cubelli, Della Sala, Drei, & Marchetti, 2001; Negri et al., 2007; Rapcsak, Ochipa, Anderson, & Poizner, 1995). However, these studies
measured only patients’ accuracy in tasks with no
time limit, leaving open the possibility that motor
representations may nevertheless contribute to the
speed or ease of conceptual processing without
being indispensable (but see Vannuscorps et al.,
2016).
Thus, additional work is needed to determine
whether and if so to what extent accessing motor representations when reading or hearing an actionrelated word contributes to the semantic processing
of that word. The most direct way to inform this
issue is to compare the ease of conceptual processing
of action verbs that are associated with motor representations to the ease of conceptual processing of
action verbs that are not associated with motor representations, everything else being equal. If motor representations contribute to conceptual processing,
then, there should be an advantage for the former in
comparison to the latter proportional to the importance of motor representations to conceptual
processing.
To test this prediction we recruited 20 typically
developed participants (TPs) and two participants
with atypical motor experience due to congenitally
severely reduced upper limbs (Individuals with Dysmelia, IDs) and measured their accuracy and speed when
asked to process action words referring to actions previously executed by all the TPs (i.e., associated with
motor representations), but either previously (e.g.,
writing with the feet) or never (e.g., shoveling) executed by the IDs. The latter two categories of verbs
are associated or not, respectively, with motor
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representations in the IDs. We reasoned that if motor
representations contribute to the conceptual processing of action-related words, then there should be a disproportionate eﬃciency diﬀerence between the two
verb categories in the IDs in comparison to the TPs.
This approach thus allowed measuring the contribution of motor representations in a within subject
design unbiased by confounded low-level, lexical and
semantic variables. Studying individuals born without
upper limbs also protected us against the possibility
that some actions that an individual has never executed may nevertheless be associated with some
motor representations acquired through imitation
learning (e.g., Buccino et al., 2004; Mattar & Gribble,
2005). This learning mechanism is assumed to rely on
a parsing of the observed action into a series of
eﬀector-speciﬁc elementary movements (e.g., ﬁnger
lifting, wrist turning) that are already part of the participants’ motor repertoire, and on their recombination
into a new motor sequence (Buccino et al., 2004;
Byrne, 2003; Heyes & Foster, 2002). Individuals born
without upper limbs being completely deprived of
any upper limb representations, no motor representation could have emerged through observational
learning of upper limb movement.
Participants’ conceptual processing of actionrelated words was tested in a timed two-alternative
forced choice concreteness judgment task. This task
is particularly suited to address the role of motor representations in conceptual processing. First, it is the
only task for which it has been unambiguously
demonstrated that participants retrieve motor representations during the time period in which participants are accessing the meaning of the verb (Andres
et al., 2015). In addition, this task has been shown to
be particularly sensitive to the amount of knowledge
associated with a given word and, therefore, appropriate to detect an eﬀect of the availability of motor representations on the conceptual processing of actionrelated words (Pexman, Heard, Lloyd, & Yap, 2016;
Pexman, Holyk, & Monﬁls, 2003).

Experimental study
Participants
We tested 2 individuals born without completely
developed upper limbs (ID1 and ID2) and 20 righthanded typically developed control subjects (TPs).
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ID1 is a 53-year-old man with a congenital bilateral
upper limb dysmelia due to in-utero thalidomide
exposure. ID1 had previously participated in several
studies assessing the role of eﬀector-speciﬁc motor
simulation on action perception (Vannuscorps & Caramazza, 2016, 2017; Vannuscorps, Andres, & Pillon,
2013, 2014; Vannuscorps, Pillon, & Andres, 2012). In
these studies, his typical eﬃciency in perceiving and
interpreting observed hand actions motivated the
conclusion that eﬃcient perceptual processing of
actions does not require eﬀector-speciﬁc motor simulation (Vannuscorps et al., 2012; Vannuscorps et al.,
2013, 2014; Vannuscorps & Caramazza, 2016, 2017).
His congenital abnormalities include amelia of the
left upper limb (i.e., the most severe form of dysmelia
characterized by a complete absence of arm, forearm,
hand and ﬁngers) and, on the right side, a shortened
right arm (±12 cm humerus or ulna) directly fused to
a hand composed of ﬁngers 1 and 3 (shoulder,
elbow and wrist joints absent or not functional).
Given his lack of hand function ID1 developed exceptional foot dexterity from early life and routinely used
his feet to achieve daily life activities (e.g., he writes
with a pen, types on a computer keyboard, and eats
with a fork). However, he reports being unable to
use some familiar objects (e.g., a hammer or a saw).
ID2 is a 47-year-old woman with a congenital bilateral upper limb dysmelia of unknown origin. She did
not take part in any of our previous studies. ID2’s congenital abnormalities include shortened arms (± 30
cm) directly fused to the hands (no forearm, elbow
or wrist) and oligodactyly of the hands (right hand:
digits 1, 3 and a shortened thumb with two hypoplastic phalanges; left side: digits 1, 4 and a ±1 cm rudimentary thumb with two hypoplastic phalangeal-like
bones). The shoulder joints are anatomically and functionally typical. Therefore, ID2 can move her upper
limbs in all directions by the normal range of movement allowed by the shoulder joint. ID2 achieves
numerous everyday life activities with her stumps
(e.g., driving her car) but she is nevertheless unable
to use familiar objects (e.g., a needle or a shovel).
Among the 20 control participants, 9 were matched
with ID1 (the ID1-Cs) for gender, age (mean = 53.55;
range = 48–59; Crawford and Howell’s (1998)
modiﬁed t-test, t (8) = −0.1), and number of years of
education (mean = 16.88; range = 14–19; modiﬁed ttest, t (8) = 0.4), and 11 (the ID2-Cs) were matched
with ID2 for gender, age (mean = 48.54; range = 42–
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52; modiﬁed t-test, t (10) = −0.4), and number of years
of education (mean = 14.36; range = 12–19; modiﬁed
t-test, t (10) = −0.16).
No participant had a history of psychiatric or neurological disorder or (in the case of the IDs) phantom
limb sensations or movements. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Material and procedure
The initial set of stimuli was composed of 539 French
verbs for which information regarding written name
frequency were available in French lexical databases.
In order to categorize these verbs along the concrete/abstract dimension, we presented these 539
verbs to 2 groups of 20 participants who did not participate in the main study (Group1: 14 women, mean age
of 21; Group2: 16 woman, mean age of 20) and we
asked them to judge on a ﬁve-point scale whether
the verbs refer to actions involving movements of
the upper limbs (1 = no movement; 5 = a lot of movement); we also asked them to judge how easily the
verb arouses a mental image of the action to which it
refers (1 = very diﬃcult; 5 = very easy). The verbs with
a rating equal or larger than 4 on both scales were considered as “concrete verbs” (N = 177) and the verbs
with a rating equal or smaller than 2 on both scales
were considered “abstract verbs” (N = 121).
In the main experiment, participants were seated in
front of a computer screen located at a distance of
about 60 cm and performed a block of 10 practice
trials followed by ﬁve blocks of 50 trials and a sixth
block of 48 trials. In each block, concrete and abstract
words were mixed in a pseudo-randomized order
identical for all the participants.
Each trial began with the presentation of a ﬁxation
screen depicting two horizontal lines positioned
above and below a gap where a word would appear.
Participants were asked to focus on the gap
between the lines. After 2,000 ms, the stimulus verb
was presented in the centre of the gap, in the inﬁnitive
form and in lower case (Courier New, 18); the horizontal lines remained on the screen. Individual stimuli
remained on the screen for a duration of 2,000 msec
or until a response was provided.
Participants were asked to decide as fast as possible
whether the verb referred to a concrete or an abstract
action. The following instructions were given to the
participants in French:

“We ask you to decide as fast and as accurately as possible whether each verb presented on the screen refers to
a concrete or an abstract action. Concrete actions refer to
actions that involve body movements and that you can
perceive if someone is performing it, such as ‘running’
or ‘eating’ or ‘yawning’. An abstract action refers to an
action that does not necessarily involve any particular
body movement and, therefore, cannot be perceived if
someone else is performing it such as ‘thinking’,
‘hating’ or ‘hoping.’” (“Nous vous demandons de décider
aussi rapidement que possible et en faisant le moins d’erreurs possible si chacun des verbes présentés à l’écran réfèrent à une action concrète ou abstraite. Les actions
concrètes sont des actions qui impliquent des mouvements
du corps et que vous pouvez voir d’autres personnes réaliser, telles que ‘courir’ ou ‘manger’ ou ‘bailler’. Une action
abstraite est une action qui n’implique pas nécessairement
de mouvement du corps et, donc, que l’on peut ne pas voir
lorsque d’autres personnes les réalisent, telles que ‘penser”,
“haïr”, ou “espérer”).

Then, the dysplasic participants were asked to respond
verbally to the following instructions: “If the verb refers
to a concrete action, then, say ‘concrete’ as fast as possible and if it refers to an abstract action, say ‘abstract’ as
fast as possible.” (“Si le verbe réfère à une action concrète,
dites « concrète » le plus rapidement possible et si il réfère
à une action abstraite, dites « abstraite » le plus rapidement possible”). The controls were instructed to
respond by key presses: “If the verb refers to a concrete
action, then, press on the ‘C’ with your index ﬁnger as
fast as possible and if it refers to an abstract action
press on the ‘A’ with your middle ﬁnger as fast as possible.” (“Si le verbe réfère à une action concrète, appuyez
sur la touche « C » avec votre index le plus rapidement
possible et si il réfère à une action abstraite appuyez sur
la touche « A » le plus rapidement possible”.) “C” and
“A” were written on, respectively, the keys “K” and “L”
of an AZERTY laptop keyboard.
Note that in a verb concreteness judgment task,
responding with an eﬀector (e.g., the hand) typically
involved in a concrete action (e.g., a manual action)
provides a speed advantage (Andres et al., 2015).
Thus, the use of verbal responses in the IDs and of
manual responses in the controls in this study is
likely to provide a speed advantage to control participants when responding to hand actions. This would
be problematic when making a direct comparison
between the performance of the IDs and control participants. However, the use of diﬀerent response modalities in our study is not problematic because the
objective here is not a direct comparison of the
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eﬃciency of the IDs to that of the control participants.
The theoretically relevant contrast in this study is the
diﬀerence in performance for two types of hand
actions across the two groups—any putative response
advantage in responding manually to concrete action
verbs for control participants is orthogonal to the contrast of interest here—an interaction of group by type
of hand action.
The experiment was controlled by E-Prime software
(Psychological Software, 2002, Pittsburgh, PA). The
dysplasic participants responded by speaking into a
sensitive built-in microphone connected with an RTmeasuring PST (Psychology Software Tool) serial
response box. They also performed a simple reaction
time task before the experiment to familiarize them
with the use of the microphone (avoiding any sound
before the response, speaking loudly) and to verify/
adapt the sensitivity of the microphone to the participants’ voice.
Once the categorization task was completed, all
participants were presented again with all the concrete verbs and asked to tell, for each of them,
whether they had performed that action. From the
177 concrete verbs, only those that had been previously performed by all the controls participants of
each groups were included in the analyses (N = 156
for the control group of ID1; N = 158 for the control
group of ID2). These stimuli were then divided in
two sets according to whether they refer to actions
that ID1 and ID2 had each performed (verbs with
motor representations, MR) or never performed
(verbs with no motor representation, No-MR). The
number and characteristics of the items in each set
is provided in Table 1. Stimuli in Set 1 and Set 2 did
not diﬀer signiﬁcantly in terms of spoken word frequency, imageability, and upper limb movements.
Analyses and results
The data that support the ﬁndings of this study are
openly available (Vannuscorps, 2019). Trials with
voice key failures (2 trials in ID1 and 7 trials in ID2)
were discarded from all analyses. Categorization
errors and trials in which no response was given
before the trial timed out (i.e., after 2,000 ms; 1 trial
in ID1, no trial in ID2, 8 trials in ID1-Cs and 15 trials
in ID2-Cs) were scored as errors. There were no trials
with very short response latency (<250 msec). No
other trimming of the data was applied. Response
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Table 1. Distribution of the stimuli in the various sets of items
used in the categorization task (Abstract = Abstract verbs; MR
actions = already performed concrete actions; No-MR actions =
never performed concrete actions) and mean (and standard
deviation) values of lexical and conceptual variables.
Abstract

MR actions

No-MR
actions

MR vs
No-MR

ID1
Nb of verbs
121
116
40
Nb of letters
8.86 (1.82) 7.57 (1.66)
7.1 (1.5)
p > 0.10
1
11.09 (27.6) 8.25 (33.84)
1.31 (2.06)
p > 0.19
Word frequency
2
1.37 (0.43) 4.72 (0.25)
4.54 (0.26)
p < 0.01
Imageability
1.3 (0.34) 4.81 (0.12)
4.83 (0.13)
p > 0.43
Upper limb
movements3
ID2
Nb of verbs
121
130
28
Nb of letters
8.86 (1.82) 7.66 (1.74)
6.89 (1.26)
p = 0.03
11.09 (27.6) 7.39 (31.92)
2.29 (3.4)
p > 0.40
Word frequencya
b
1.37 (0.29) 4.69 (0.26)
4.58 (0.23)
p = 0.04
Imageability
1.27 (0.11) 4.82 (0.12)
4.82 (0.13)
p > 0.99
Upper limb
movementsc
a
Number of lemma occurrences per million (New, Brysbaert, Veronis, & Pallier,
2007).
b,c
See Material and procedure section.

latency analyses were carried out over correct
responses only.
We ﬁrst conducted analyses to check the quality of
the data and ensure that the task was sensitive
enough to reveal typical eﬀects of low level, lexical,
and semantic variables on participants’ response
latencies. To this end, we performed linear regression
analyses to examine the joint eﬀects of the words’
number of letters (New, 2006), frequency (log transformed lemma frequency; Howes & Solomon, 1951),
and imageability (Balota, Ferraro, & Connor, 1991;
Cortese & Fugett, 2004; Yap, Lim, & Pexman, 2015) as
predictors of the IDs’ and their controls’ response
latencies. The results of these analyses showed a signiﬁcant joint eﬀect of the three variables in predicting
the response latencies of ID1 [Number of letters: Beta
= 0.14, t(255) = 2.27, p < 0.05; Frequency: Beta = −0.13,
t(255) = −2.28, p < .05; Imageability: Beta = −0.27, t
(255) = −4.28, p < .001; Model: R 2 = 0.15, F(3, 255) =
15.06, p < .001] and his controls [Number of letters:
Beta = 0.19, t(272) = 3.12, p < 0.01; Frequency: Beta =
−0.16, t(272) = −2.73, p < .01; Imageability: Beta =
−0.15, t(272) = −2.6, p < .05; Model: R 2 = 0.12, F(3,
272) = 11.6, p < .001]. The results also showed a signiﬁcant eﬀect of imageability in predicting the response
latencies of ID2 [Number of letters: Beta = 0.05, t
(263) = 0.73; Frequency: Beta = 0.03, t(263) = 0.45; Imageability: Beta = −0.25, t(263) = −4.04, p < .001; Model:
R 2 = 0.07, F(3, 263) = 7.07, p < .001] and a signiﬁcant
eﬀect of frequency and imageability in predicting
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the response latencies of her control participants
[Number of letters: Beta < 0.01, t(273) = 0.1; Frequency:
Beta = −0.15, t(273) = −2.75, p < .01; Imageability:
Beta = −0.4, t(272) = −6.9, p < .001; Model: R 2 = 0.19,
F(3, 273) = 21, p < .001]. The outcomes of these analyses thus provide conﬁdence in the quality of the
data and in the sensitivity of the task. In particular,
the ﬁnding that words’ imageability was a signiﬁcant
predictors of response latencies in all groups demonstrates that our task was sensitive enough for the
words’ conceptual richness to inﬂuence participants’
performance (Plaut & Shallice, 1993; Yap et al., 2015).
We then turned to our main question and tested
the prediction that, if motor representations contribute to conceptual processing, then the verbs that are
not associated with motor representations in the IDs
(NoMR verbs) should be processed less eﬃciently in
this task than the verbs associated with motor representations (MR verbs), everything else being equal
(i.e., in comparison to the baseline provided by the
controls’ performance). To do so, we ﬁrst computed
an eﬃciency score (expressed in ms) for each participant and verb category by dividing the participant’s
mean response latency for correct responses by his/

her proportion of correct responses in each VERB CATEGORY (thus, the higher the score the poorer the performance). This score allows combining the
measures of accuracy and speed into a single
measure of processing eﬃciency and, thereby,
between-group comparisons unbiased by potential
speed-accuracy tradeoﬀs (Townsend & Ashby, 1978,
1983). Figure 1 displays ID1’s, ID2’s and their respective control participants’ eﬃciency score for the two
categories of concrete verbs in ascending order as a
function of the size of the relative eﬃciency advantage
for the set of action verbs associated with motor representations (MR verbs). From this Figure, it appears
clearly that there was no disproportionately large
advantage for the MR verbs in the IDs in comparison
to the controls. ID1 and ID2 had a smaller advantage
for the MR verbs than 5/9 and 5/11 of their controls,
respectively.
To characterize these results statistically, we tested
the diﬀerences between the IDs’ eﬃciency scores on
the two verb categories against the same diﬀerence
in their control group by means of the Bayesian Standardized Diﬀerence Test (BSDT, Crawford &
Garthwaite, 2007). The BSDT allows obtaining an

Figure 1. Results. (A) ID1 and his controls’ eﬃciency score for verbs associated with motor representations (MR verbs) and for verbs not
associated with motor representations (NoMR verbs). (B) ID2 and her controls’ eﬃciency score for MR and NoMR action verbs. The data
are aligned on the x axis in ascending order as a function of the size of the eﬃciency advantage for the set of MR action verbs (the
higher the score the poorer the performance). C = individual control participant. Mean C = average of the control participants.
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estimate of the percentage of the control population
exhibiting a larger bias than the IDs in favour of the
MR verbs and a 95% conﬁdence interval (CI) around
this estimate. For ID1, the BSDT indicated that 64%
of the population (95% CI = between 27% and 92%)
has a larger advantage than ID1 in favour of the
verbs associated with motor representations (MR
verbs). A similar analysis of ID2’s performance indicated that 33% of the population (95% CI = between
4% and 75%) had a larger advantage than ID2 in
favour of the MR verbs. Thus, there is no indication
that verbs associated with motor representations
verbs are processed more eﬃciently than verbs not
associated with motor representations by the IDs, in
comparison to the controls’ “baseline” performance.

Discussion
Reading action-related words activates parts of the
brain known to store motor representations (Fischer
& Zwaan, 2008; Willems & Hagoort, 2007). This has
led to the view that motor representations constitute
an important part of the concepts of action-related
words (Gallese & Lakoﬀ, 2005; Pulvermüller, 1999,
2001, 2005). If this view were correct, we would have
expected that in a task in which response latencies
are inﬂuenced by words’ conceptual richness
(Pexman et al., 2003, 2016) individuals understand
words associated with motor representations (i.e.,
referring to actions that they have performed before)
more eﬃciently than they understand words for
actions that are not associated with motor representations. The results reported here do not support this
hypothesis. Although our task was sensitive enough
to detect eﬀects of words’ low level, lexical, and
semantic features on participants’ response latencies,
we detected no advantage in eﬃciency for action
verbs associated with motor representations over
action verbs lacking motor representations.
If one accepts that the concreteness judgment task
provides a reasonable way to assess the contribution
of motor representations in conceptual processing of
action-related verbs, then, we can conclude that
retrieving motor representations is not necessary for
the eﬃcient conceptual processing of action verbs at
all. Of course, this assumption may be criticized, and
our conclusion may not necessarily generalize
beyond the concreteness categorization task.
However, there are reasons to believe that the
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concreteness judgment task is indeed appropriate to
test the predictions of the embodied theory of concepts. First, to our knowledge, this is the only task
for which it has been demonstrated that participants
retrieve motor representations during the stage of
conceptual processing, making this task an optimal
candidate for testing the contribution of motor representations on conceptual processing of actionrelated words (Andres et al., 2015). Second, research
has shown that this task is particularly sensitive to
the richness of semantic representations and, therefore, appropriate to detect an eﬀect of the availability
of motor representations in the conceptual processing
of action-related words (Pexman et al., 2003, 2016).
Pexman and colleagues (Pexman et al., 2003), for
instance, examined the processing advantage provided by semantic richness (the number of features
associated with a given word) in three semantic
decisions tasks (bird/nonbird, living/nonliving and
concrete/abstract) and found the largest eﬀect in the
concrete/abstract categorization task.
In line with the conclusion reached here, and at
odds with the proposal that motor representations
constitute an important part of action concepts,
many previous studies have reported brain damaged
patients who had motor disorders but performed in
the normal range of performance in many diﬀerent
tasks assessing conceptual processing of actions
such as picture naming, lexical decision and wordpicture veriﬁcation (Bartolo et al., 2001; Chainay &
Humphreys, 2003; Cubelli, Marchetti, Boscolo, & Della
Sala, 2000; Graham, Zeman, Young, Patterson, &
Hodges, 1999; Negri et al., 2007; Ochipa, Rothi, &
Heilman, 1994; Papeo et al., 2010; Pazzaglia, Pizzamiglio, Pes, & Aglioti, 2008; Pazzaglia, Smania, Corato, &
Aglioti, 2008; Rapcsak et al., 1995; Rumiati, Zanini,
Vorano, & Shallice, 2001; Tessari, Canessa, Ukmar, &
Rumiati, 2007; Vannuscorps et al., 2016). Nevertheless,
the interpretation of these ﬁndings is somewhat
limited by the sensitivity of the tasks and complicated
by the diﬃculty of knowing whether these patients’
brain lesion aﬀected their ability to access motor representations and, if so, to what extent. The present
study is not subject to these limitations. First, it
allowed testing the role of motor representations in
conceptual processing of action verbs in individuals
who are totally deprived of motor representations
for a series of speciﬁc, identiﬁable actions. This
avoids the ambiguity of previous studies with brain-
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damaged patients as to whether the brain lesion
aﬀects the motor representations themselves or,
rather, their implementation. Second, our approach
allowed testing the contribution of motor representations in a timed task and a within-subject design.
These features of the study increase the likelihood of
detecting a possible diﬀerence between the
eﬃciency of conceptual processing of action-related
verbs that are or are not associated with motor representations, in comparison to a baseline constituted
by the performance of the control participants who
have already performed all these actions. This baseline
allows us to exclude that any eﬀect of the contrast
between the two categories of hand action verbs in
the IDs is due to extraneous factors associated with
those verbs since they are the same as those used
for the TPs.
The ﬁnding that action verbs not associated with
motor representations in IDs are understood as
rapidly as those associated with motor representations implies that motor representations are not
part (or at least not an important part) of action concepts. This ﬁnding thus extends those from previous
behavioural and neuroimaging studies that showed
that the IDs perceive and comprehend hand
actions, for which they do not have corresponding
eﬀector-speciﬁc motor representations, as accurately,
as fast, with the same biases, and with the same
network of brain areas as typically developed participants (Vannuscorps & Caramazza, 2016; Vannuscorps
et al., 2016, 2017; Vannuscorps, Wurm, Striem-Amit &
Caramazza, 2019). Those ﬁndings imply that eﬃcient
perceptual processing of actions does not require
eﬀector-speciﬁc motor simulation, but left open the
possibility that motor representations may nevertheless contribute to the conceptual processing of
action verbs, as suggested by proponents of embodied views of conceptual processing (Allport, 1985;
Andres et al., 2015; Gallese & Lakoﬀ, 2005; Pulvermüller, 1999, 2001, 2005).
Our ﬁnding thus favours a view of the action conceptual system in which conceptual content (e.g.,
the typical goal, instrument, duration, context, speed
or type of movements of an action) is not composed
of modality speciﬁc representations, but rather of
abstract information represented independently
from how it has been acquired (Caramazza et al.,
1990; Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Tyler & Moss, 2001).
Although motor experience could participate in the

acquisition of conceptual knowledge about actions,
it is not necessary because its role in concept acquisition is not tied to the acquisition of motor representations, but to the cognitive analysis of motor actions
and, therefore, to the acquisition of abstract knowledge about the action, which can also be largely
acquired through other modalities. This view of the
conceptual system is consistent with the observation
that congenitally blind individuals, despite drastically
diﬀerent sensory experiences, acquire largely typical
concepts of objects and actions, rely on similar cognitive mechanisms when making semantic judgements
about action and object categories, and activate the
very same neural mechanisms as sighted people
(Bedny & Saxe, 2012; Striem-Amit, Wang, Bi, & Caramazza, 2018).
To be clear, this view of the conceptual system is
not incompatible with the possibility that motor representations can, under some conditions or circumstances, aﬀect the processing of action-related words
in tasks that involve both conceptual processing and
other cognitive processes such as short-term
memory or motor imagery. Shebani and Pulvermüller
(2013), for instance, provided evidence that rhythmic
movements of the hands and the feet during a
short-term memory task are associated with greater
diﬃculty in recalling hand-related and foot-related
action verbs, respectively. Tomasino and colleagues
(Tomasino, Fink, Sparing, Dafotakis, & Weiss, 2008)
found that TMS applied to the hand area of the
primary motor cortex facilitates (leads to faster
response latencies) the processing of action verbs in
a task requiring motor imagery (from the verb,
imagine yourself performing the action. Does it
require a hand rotation? Yes/no). Similarly, IDs have
diﬃculties in maintaining information about hand
postures for a few seconds in short-term memory
(Vannuscorps & Caramazza, 2016). These eﬀects are
not problematic for theories which assume that
motor representations do not contribute to the conceptual processing of action-related words, because
these eﬀects are most likely speciﬁc to task demands
in memory or imagery operations rather than in conceptual processing per se.
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